discovered evil proved true - but only in the most twisted and base sense. As the first father and mother of all the living, Adam and Eve were unique among human beings, and even though it was sinful to worship them or turn them into idols, they were eventually seen as deities whether they liked it or not.

**The Origin of the First Race of Nephilim**

One of the reasons why some people believe that Eve had sexual relations with the Devil is the fact that Cain was so unrighteous that he murdered his own brother in cold blood - a sinful behavior people readily equate with Satan. However, the Bible makes it clear that Adam and Eve were fallen and sinful from the moment they rebelled against God. In fact they even lied to God and blamed one another and the Serpent when they were confronted by God with their sin. These actions were clearly unrighteous, and there is no reason to think that Cain and Abel were born with any less of a propensity to sin than their parents! In fact, the whole concept that mankind is essentially born innocent and good is erroneous. As a parent, I have seen the evidence of sin in my own sweet daughter before she was even a toddler, and the Word clearly teaches that: “no one is good but One,” and “for all have sinned and fall short of the glory of God” (Luke 18:19; Romans 3:23).

Another reason some people see Cain as the progeny of Lucifer surrounds the first prophecy in the Bible that was extensively discussed in Book Two. Found in Genesis 3:15, this prophecy suggests the existence of two bloodlines - one related to the Woman (i.e. the Holy Spirit), and the other related to the Serpent (i.e. Satan or Azazel):

“And I will put enmity between you and the woman, and between your seed and her Seed; he shall bruise your head, and you shall bruise His heel.” - Genesis 3:15 (NKJ)

This prophecy indicates that a messiah would come one day that **was the Seed of the Woman, but not of the man.** This prophecy was perfectly fulfilled when the Holy Spirit caused a godly virgin named Miriam to become pregnant with Christ. Remember, Yahshua was the literal son of Miriam, a.k.a. Mary, but was not genetically related to Joseph! In addition, though Yahshua shared Miriam’s DNA, He nonetheless also shared the perfection of His spiritual and intellectual Mother, the Holy Spirit! In fact, the genealogy of Christ from Adam to Miriam’s father Yoseph in Matthew points to this fact (Matthew 1:1-17). There, in Matthew 1:16, Aramaic translations of the Bible most often
have “Yoseph the guardian (or father) of Miryam” instead of “Joseph the husband of Mary” as it is translated in most English translations.

This makes sense of Matthew 1:17, where Matthew insists that there were fourteen generations from the Babylonian Captivity to Christ. However, if the Joseph mentioned in Matthew 1:16 is seen as Mary’s husband, there are only thirteen generations listed, not fourteen because Miriam’s name can no longer be counted in Christ’s genealogy. Yet it was Miriam’s DNA alone that Christ shared, not Joseph’s! In addition to Yahshua’s physical body being tied to the bloodline of the woman Miriam, the Holy Spirit who conceived Yahshua in Miriam’s womb is feminine, not masculine in nature. This made Yahshua the Seed of the Woman at both His divine and human level.

Nonetheless, the prophecy also indicates that the Serpent would bring forth his own evil seed that would fight the righteous Seed of the Woman. Unfortunately, the prophesied arrival of this “seed of the Serpent” has also led to the idea that Cain was the product of Eve’s unlawful sexual relations with the Serpent, as is erroneously suggested in one text found in the Jewish Midrash. Even though Cain was a son of the Devil spiritually, the Bible is clear that the origin of Satan’s physical “seed” or bloodstream should not be traced directly to Cain, who was merely a man and not a Giant humanoid or reptilian Nephilim (Gen. 4:1).

However, as will be shown in Chapter Five, Cain’s connection to the seed of the Serpent came through the bloodline of his direct female descendents. In effect, the first woman to marry and have sexual relations with the “sons of God” or fallen angels spoken of in the Book of Genesis was named Naamah, and she was the daughter of the Cainite patriarch Lamech. Furthermore, many other women of Cain’s line eventually joined in her lust after strange flesh:

“Now it came to pass, when men began to multiply on the face of the earth, and daughters were born to them, that the sons of God (i.e. the “Beni Elohim”) saw the daughters of men, that they were beautiful; and they took wives for themselves of all whom they chose.” - Genesis 6:1-2 (NKJ)

These unlawful sexual unions produced the first hybrid race of Nephilim or Giants that were also known as the “mighty men of old” and “men of renown” (Gen. 6:4). In fact, the Bible and 1 Enoch tell us that it was the supernatural addition of the DNA of the fallen angels into the human gene pool through base sexual relations with human women that created the first races of Nephilim giants.
As this chapter will show, the fallen angels not only introduced Paganism and Sorcery to mankind before the Great Flood, taught men how to make war, gave them the advanced technology they needed to kill one another more effectively, and took human wives to pollute mankind’s bloodline, but also began to engage in sinful genetic experiments. In short, the fallen angels wanted to destroy God’s Plan of Salvation by attempting to make it impossible for the purely human Messiah foretold in the Star Gospel to be born from a righteous human family. In fact, they eventually attempted to utterly destroy all terrestrial life on Earth.

In an almost successful attempt to thwart the arrival of the Messiah and only begotten Son of God, the fallen Watchers took human wives and had unlawful sex with them, which resulted in the birth of the first race of Giants. The Greeks called this first race of Giants the Titans (though the Greeks also depicted righteous Sethites as Titans to demonize them - as shown in Chapter Seven). However, the fallen angels were not satisfied with this level of perversion, and wanted to increase the genetic corruption going on in the world. They therefore began to splice mankind’s genes together with those of birds and other animals, thereby creating inhuman hybrid races of beings that were very cunning and violent. These genetically mixed species - which God did not design - acted contrary to natural laws. This is why they eventually had a desire to kill and destroy all that Yah had created.

The monstrous, bloodthirsty Giants that resulted from the sexual promiscuity of the fallen angels with women as well as their genetic experiments were called by many names in the Bible, including “Nephilim,” “Anakim” or simply “Giants.” Keep in mind, however, that - in the Bible - only the Pre-Flood Giants are called Nephilim. Those born after the Flood were called Anakim because they were descended from Nephilim males and human females, meaning that they were more human genetically than they were related to the Watchers. As a result, the Anakim were smaller, less powerful, and less long lived than their Nephilim forbears.

Most people do not know that the Nephilim or Anakim ever existed, or that God caused the Great Flood to destroy all the Nephilim and end the massive amounts of violence and blood-letting that had been initially started by them. Somehow, however, the Bible makes it clear that some of these Nephilim survived the Flood. Furthermore, their desire to destroy mankind and all other life on this planet has never left them. In short, since these Nephilim had no hope of everlasting life, they wanted to take everyone and everything with them to Hell.
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The Book of 1 Enoch clearly teaches that the Nephilim born before the Flood were the seed of the Serpent because they were the literal seed of the fallen angels, who shared their spiritual father Azazel’s fallen nature. In addition, like the fallen angels that created them, the Nephilim were tainted by their same sinful nature, and so they automatically rebelled against Yahweh. Even more grievously, Old Testament narratives suggest that - like their fallen Watcher sires - the Nephilim took human wives and had forbidden sexual relations with them, which tragically led to the birth of more varieties of Nephilim that were less gigantic and increasingly more human in appearance.

The Watchers were the “sons of God” who married the daughters of men in Genesis 6:4-5. Through their forbidden sexual unions with women, these fallen Watchers fathered another alien race of beings that were gigantic in stature, and fiercely evil in appetites. The biblical account of the Nephilim is short, mysterious, and tantalizing - thereby inviting further inquiry:

“There were giants (i.e. “Nephilim”) on the earth in those days, and also afterward, when the sons of God (i.e. the “Beni Elohim”) came in to the daughters of men and they bore children to them. Those were the mighty men (i.e. “gibborim”, a.k.a. giants) who were of old, men of renown (Eesha Ha Shem). Then the LORD (Yahweh) saw that the wickedness of man was great in the earth, and that every intent of the thoughts of his heart was only evil continually.” - Genesis 6:4-5 (NKJ)

What one discovers upon further study is that the “sons of God,” or the “Beni Elohim” in the above passage were the fallen Watchers of 1 Enoch who conspired to beget children with human females as partners. As proof of this, Job 1:6 and 2:1 clearly identify the “sons of God” as angelic beings in the King James Version of the Bible. Furthermore, though the Bible does label godly men as “sons of God,” the application of the term to humans appears only in the New Testament - never in the Hebrew and Aramaic renditions of the Old Testament. In other words, only born-again Christians and Messianic Jews can rightly be called sons of God due to their kinship with Christ, who is above all the angels in glory!

The children brought forth from these unholy unions were called “Nephilim” in Hebrew, which means “to fall” or “fallen,” but is most-often translated as “Giants” in English versions of the Bible. The word “Nephilim” therefore implies that these giants were fallen in character, i.e.: evil by nature. The Nephilim children of the fallen angels are also described as “Mighty Men” or “Gibborim.” Interestingly, the word
“Nephilim” used here for “Giant” is distinct from the words “Rephaim” or “Anakim” that are used more often in the instances where these giant races are mentioned in the Bible.

The Giants that resulted from the unholy marital unions between the sons of God and the daughters of men were called “Mighty Men” to show us two things: first, that they were extremely strong, and second, that none of them were female. As a result, the Nephilim would have needed to mate with human women to father their own children, and this would have subsequently resulted in the gradual genetic corruption of mankind.

The Book of 1 Enoch concurs with the Bible in teaching that some of the Watcher angels sinned against God and mankind by mating with human women and creating this race of demonic humanoid Giants:

“And the angels, the children of heaven, saw and lusted after them, and said to one another: ‘Come, let us choose wives from among the children of men and beget us children.’” - 1 Enoch 6:2-3

The Book of 1 Enoch summarizes the sad state of affairs that resulted from the sexual interactions between the fallen angels and human females, and eventually bathed the Earth with human and Nephilim blood. These unholy unions are clearly defined as sexual in nature, since the Watchers were said to have taken human women as wives and had children by them. As further proof of this, Enoch relates a dream vision in which the Watchers - which are called “stars” in the vision - are shown to have “huge privy members” (See verse 4 in the following quote). These “privy members” are a clear allegorical allusion to the sexual organs of these fallen angels or “stars.” Furthermore, we are told that these angels “covered the cows,” which explicitly implies that these fallen angels were sexually united with human females. Thereafter these same females (described as cows) gave birth to three distinct races of inhuman beings that were totally unlike them. This is implied by the description of the Nephilim as elephants, camels and asses – three classes of animals that look very different from cows:

“And again I saw in the vision, and looked towards the heaven, and behold I saw many stars (fallen angels) descend and cast themselves down from heaven to that first star (Satan), and they became bulls amongst those cattle (men) and pastured with them [amongst them]. And I looked at them and saw, and behold they all let out their privy members, like horses, and began to cover the cows (women) of the oxen (men), and they all became pregnant and bare
elephants, camels, and asses (three different varieties of Nephilim). And all the oxen (men) feared them and were affrighted at them, and began to bite with their teeth and to devour, and to gore with their horns. And they (the Nephilim) began, moreover, to devour those oxen (people); and behold all the children of the earth began to tremble and quake before them and to flee from them.” - 1 Enoch 86:3-6

In the preceding passages, the associations shown in parentheses are my own, and were added to show how Enoch’s prophetic words should be interpreted using the allegorical Language of God. Applying the Language of God to express Himself, Yah showed that the big elephant and camel-sized creatures in this vision resulted from the unholy union of the fallen Watchers, or “stars” with human women. Furthermore, through the language of allegory, God showed that these creatures were much larger than any bull-sized fallen angel or oxen-sized human being. In addition, these unholy offspring of the “stars” or fallen angels began to devour the “oxen,” which allegorically means that the Nephilim began to eat the human beings who were descended from Adam and Seth. Since the Nephilim were so much bigger, people were relatively easy prey for them to overtake and kill, and this potentially made the Nephilim desire to claim dominion over Yah’s creation by destroying mankind possible.

The Book of 1 Enoch tells us that the Nephilim and their genetically mutated offspring were veritable giants that towered over humans and had voracious appetites. Furthermore, they were inherently evil and began to cause untold violence as they devoured vegetation, animals, humans, and each other without remorse:

“And they (the human women) became pregnant, and they bare great giants, whose height was three thousand ells: Who consumed all the acquisitions of men (i.e.: cultivated plants). And when men could no longer sustain them, the giants turned against them and devoured mankind. And they began to sin against birds, and beasts, and reptiles, and fish, and to devour one another’s flesh, and drink the blood. Then the earth laid accusation against the lawless ones.” - 1 Enoch 7:3-6

The preceding passage indicates that the first monstrous Nephilim were conceived in the wombs of their biologically human mothers. However, there are suggestions in several extra-biblical texts that that some of the women who married the fallen angels served as surrogates who were implanted with the mixed genetic material of birds, reptiles, and other living things. In either case, the monstrous children
born to these women were nothing like them. For one thing, they grew to enormous sizes, and - as a result - they were far more powerful than the humans, mammals, reptiles, and birds they were derived from. In addition, due to the fact that their life force was inherited from the fallen angels rather than God, the Nephilim displayed some of the supernatural strength and longevity of the Watchers who sired them.

Though most Pre-Flood era land animals that scientists place in the purely hypothetical Miocene, Pliocene and Pleistocene geological epochs were much larger than their modern counterparts, 1 Enoch tells us that the Nephilim giants of old reached the unlikely height or length of 3000 ells. In ancient times, a European measurement called an “ell” existed that ranged in length from 45 inches in England to the Flemish ell of 27 inches, which was close to the Egyptian sacred cubit of 25.25 inches. However, even if we assume the smallest measure of an ell at approximately 2 feet, this would indicate that the Nephilim either stood around 6,000 feet high, or were that length from their heads to the tips of their tails!

Nonetheless, such a massive size for the Nephilim is completely impossible. First of all, due to gravitational forces on the Earth today, a creature that enormous would be unable to move, much less hurt any other living thing! Secondly, these creatures would require so much land and food to survive at that size that they would soon have stripped the Earth of all vegetation and animal life, and they would have subsequently perished. It has therefore been suggested that a scribal error was made with this measurement, and Enoch’s description of the Nephilim should read 30 ells in height if they were bipedal, or in length if they were quadrupeds. Using 30 ells, then, the Nephilim would be 60 feet (or 18 meters) in height or length using the 27 inch ell or 120 feet (or 36 meters) using the 45 inch ell.

Due to the size of the biggest dinosaurs so far found, it is likely that the 45 inch ell was being referred to in 1 Enoch. Though 120 feet is still a staggeringly large size, it is far more conceivable based on the gravitational forces that are exerted upon all life on Earth today. However, there is a strong probability that all life was larger prior to the Flood because Earth’s gravitational pull was much smaller, but increased greatly after billions of tons of water mass was added to Earth after the Flood.

Though 1 Enoch could suggest that the inhuman creatures called Nephilim were bigger than many modern day skyscrapers, the Nephilim could probably never have achieved such an enormous size. As an example of how impossibly enormous some these giants might have been if they were 300 ells tall, picture the Sears Tower in Chicago. It is one of
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the tallest buildings in the world, with a structural height of 1,451 feet and a base that spans an entire city block. On a clear day in Chicago, this massive black commercial building dominates the skyline - towering over other nearby skyscrapers.

Nonetheless, the only reason Sears Tower can withstand Earth’s gravity without collapsing is the fact that it is built of thick steel beams covered by heavy sheets of glass. Due to the incredible weight of the steel in the Sears Tower alone, anyone that desired to move the tower’s entire bulk at once would soon learn that it is impossible for mankind to do. There is simply no known human mechanism that could move such a massive building in one piece! This is why picturing a ravenous living creature of flesh and bone that is even one half as massive as this huge tower seems incredibly absurd. Even though the Nephilim were as spiritually dark as Sears Tower is physically, their muscles could not have moved them even one inch if they were as massive as Sears Tower! Nonetheless, even at the more “diminutive” height of 120 feet, the Nephilim must have been specially constructed to withstand Earth’s gravity. We will explore the special attributes that the Nephilim may have possessed in a moment.

The Three Races of Nephilim Seen in Myths

Adding to their fearsome appearance, the inhuman Nephilim monsters fathered by the fallen angels needed much fresh food to survive. Indeed, several extra-biblical sources suggest that the Nephilim ravaged whole farms by devouring all their crops, and then resorted to killing all the livestock and the people caring for the farms and animals when the plants the Nephilim initially preferred to eat were in short supply. They also further showed their vile and debased character by drinking the blood of their victims, and resorting to cannibalism within their own ranks!

In parallel to the Genesis account of the Nephilim who inspired God’s desire to destroy the world, the Book of Jubilees adds some much-needed detail lacking from the Genesis account. For example, Jubilees concurs with 1 Enoch and Genesis regarding the violent nature of the Nephilim:

“Noah began to enjoin upon his sons’ sons the ordinances and commandments, and all the judgments that he knew, and he exhorted his sons to observe righteousness, and to cover the shame of their flesh, and to bless their Creator, and honour father and mother, and love their neighbour, and
guard their souls from fornication and uncleanness and all iniquity. For owing to these three things came the flood upon the earth, namely, owing to the fornication wherein the Watchers against the law of their ordinances went a whoring after the daughters of men, and took themselves wives of all which they chose: and they made the beginning of uncleanness. And they begat sons the Naphidim, and they were all unlike, and they devoured one another: and the Giants slew the Naphil, and the Naphil slew the Eljo, and the Eljo mankind, and one man another. And every one sold himself to work iniquity and to shed much blood, and the earth was filled with iniquity. And after this they sinned against the beasts and birds, and all that moves and walks on the earth: and much blood was shed on the earth, and every imagination and desire of men imagined vanity and evil continually.” - Jubilees 7:21-25

Besides speaking of the Nephilim propensity for violence, the preceding passage from the Book of Jubilees tells us that there were many diverse kinds of Nephilim, and these were all unrepentant cannibals and killers. It also clearly indicates that there were three different kinds of Nephilim that were preying upon one another, and ultimately upon human beings - who soon became as violent as the Nephilim that preyed upon them. These three types of Nephilim were:

1. The Giants, a.k.a. Naphidim, Gibborim or Mighty Men
2. The Nephil, or Nephilim, and
3. The Eljo, a.k.a. the Eliud

These three classes of Nephilim - the Mighty Men or humanoid Giants, the Nephilim, and the Eliud or Eljo - were all descended in some way from the fallen angels called Watchers. By the totally violent actions of these new races, it also soon became apparent to the besieged Noah and his sons that these alien beings were created by the Watchers in a perverted attempt to thwart Yahweh’s lofty plans for mankind. As a result, Noah did his best to educate his children in the ways of righteousness (Jasher 5:18-19).

Interestingly, each of these races of Nephilim ties in fairly well with worldwide myths pertaining to three basic types of mythical creatures: giants or ogres, chimeras like harpies and mermaids, and the elfin races that were once said to dwell upon the Earth. So there is no doubt some truth behind the many oral and written accounts about these supposedly mythical creatures that are recorded throughout the world.
In reference to chimeras, however, it is possible that some of them were not Nephilim at all, but Cherubim or Seraphim.

Those chimeras that most likely were Cherubim include the centaurs, griffins, and fauns of folklore. These creatures bore a striking resemblance to the biblical Cherubim, which had the bodies of bulls, tails of lions, wings of eagles, and the heads and hands of men to tie in with the four fixed signs of the Zodiac. After all, the Garden of Eden was still on the Earth at that time, and there were two Cherubim guarding the entrance to that Garden that no doubt looked just as the prophet Ezekiel described them! See Book One for a detailed account of the purpose and nature of Cherubim.

Now, in Enoch’s vision, the first race of Nephilim were seen as elephants and camels, with the elephant being the largest and the camel being one of the tallest land mammals known today. Therefore, these creatures were likely very large and/or tall in stature, and some likely had long necks like the camel. These would correspond most closely to the Ogres and Giants of myth. In addition, since Enoch allegorically envisioned humans as oxen or cattle, and the Eljo as smaller mammals about the size of asses, the Eljo were likely smaller in size than human beings.

If the Eljo were smaller than men, but were god-like as the use of the term “El” in their name implies, could these humanoid creatures have been equivalent to the elves of myth? In addition, could the Eljo, as the most diminutive Nephilim in size, also have been the most beautiful race of Nephilim? Is it possible that the elfin folk of human myth and legend have an actual basis in fact? Could the Nephilim race called the Eljo have been the seemingly immortal, supposedly magic-wielding, enchanted woodland beings mythically called elves?

Whether the giants, ogres, dragons, mermaids, and elves of myth are memories of the three classes of Nephilim introduced in Jubilees is open to debate. However, the huge amount of mythic literature that speaks of these other races of beings on the Earth suggests that these alien creatures actually existed at one time or another. However, despite the often endearing depictions of these mythical creatures in popular fantasy movies, the Book of Jubilees tells us that the chimeras and the elfin races were apparently just as evil as the brut giants or ogres who came before them. In fact, since elves are depicted as having many magical powers in myths, it is likely that the Eljo practiced Magic and Sorcery and used violence to subjugate or terrorize humans whenever they were unfortunate enough to encroach upon Eliud-held territory.
The Book of 1 Enoch and Jubilees tells us that these three types of Nephilim: the Naphidim (the Gibborim, or Giants), the Nephilim (Fallen Ones), and the Eljo (or Eliud meaning “godlike men”) were so violent that they often hunted and killed one another, as well as all other creatures - including mankind. Similarly, the Book of 1 Enoch tells us that the first race of these Nephilim creatures towered over men. Enoch also tells us that the first Nephilim were totally immoral in their eating habits, had voracious appetites, eventually devoured all living things, and drank the blood of both animals and humans in an unrestrained blood bath of murder.

Since humanity coexisted with these vile and violent Nephilim, it is likely that most people were terrified of them as a whole, or resorted to armed combat with them - thereby creating even more violence. Aware of their violent strength and power, people the world over likely either saw the three races of Nephilim as pernicious gods that had to be appeased through worship, offerings, and blood sacrifices, or else that had to be destroyed at any cost as the superhuman yet mortal monsters that they were.

For those humans who refused to worship the Nephilim, life must have been very harsh. Imagine bands of frightened, homeless humans whose villages and crops have been destroyed by the Nephilim. Imagine these terrified people hiding in caves among the rocks, or under the earth in an effort to avoid the horrid fate of being devoured alive. For those without a good place to hide, their lives would have soon been forfeit. Consequently, the need for heavily fortified cities and lethal weapons likely arose rapidly, and only the most bloodthirsty warrior societies among men likely survived the ravages of Nephilim attacks.

If the Watchers (i.e. fallen angels) and Nephilim aided their human subjects in finding better protection, as some myths suggest, they likely did so with the goal of creating even more bloodshed. The fallen angels, in an effort to provide enough food for their beloved Nephilim children, could suddenly have begun to demand the need for human sacrifice in exchange for their supernatural aid. These sacrificed humans then may have become food for the Nephilim. Traces of this vile method of “feeding” bloodthirsty Nephilim “gods” can be found in the evidence of human sacrifice that has been found all over the world, especially among the ancient Mesoamericans. We will focus on their propensity to human sacrifice - and what it clearly suggests - in the final chapter.

The practice of exposing the dead on mountaintops (or elsewhere) so carrion birds can feast on their flesh may also be connected to ancient methods of appeasing Nephilim bloodlust. This method of
disposing of the dead is still practiced in India - as it has been for thousands of years. It was also the favored method for disposing of corpses at Catal Huyuk. This supposedly prehistoric settlement was unearthed in Turkey, and is purported to be one of the earliest known human civilizations. Incidentally, this culture used bull and vulture imagery in their religious rituals – uncannily similar imagery to that used in the concurrent culture that flourished in Predynastic Egypt.

Since there is supposedly little trace of the Nephilim in the archeological findings from Mesopotamia and Egypt, many people might balk at the existence of these violent giants among men. However, they fail to take into account that skeletons of giant humanoids, though rare, have been found all over the world. They also tend to ignore that there have been documented giants throughout history, with over a dozen cases reported in the last thousand years or so. They also tend to dismiss all the colossal statues of various Pharaohs and gods found in ancient ruins. These statues were often carved with much smaller representations of humans around them.

Could it be that these statues represented the literal Nephilim giants who ruled over mankind in the remote past? It is my firm belief that some of these monstrous statues were carved to scale, showing the actual size difference between these giant rulers and their human subjects. Still other colossal statues and carvings, though they exaggerated these size differences between humans and Nephilim, still depicted the actual state of affairs when true Nephilim giants ruled as kings over human subjects.

In addition to the colossal statues that have been found in South America, Mexico, Mesopotamia, and Egypt, many ruins of ancient buildings in Egypt and elsewhere display doorways that are overwhelmingly large and imposing. However, several of these doorways were subsequently bricked up to form smaller doorways in later eras. Some archeologists believe these doorways were initially made so large to allow priests carrying the arks of the gods into and out of the temples. However, these enormous doorways were far higher than the fifteen or twenty feet height they needed to reach in order to accommodate the arks of the gods or the Pharaoh. In fact, some doorways were in excess of forty feet high! Why were these doors so big? My contention is that these immense doorways would have suited the tremendous heights of the Nephilim who either built some of these monuments, or coerced humans to build them and resided in some of them when they were worshipped as gods.

When looking for evidence of the Watchers and Nephilim in human affairs, it is helpful to know when Biblical Chronology places
their existence on Earth. Since the Watchers entered into human affairs sometime around 3400 BC, their Nephilim offspring originated sometime after that. Enoch was translated sometime in 3016 BC, and if we assume Enoch wrote the book we know as 1 Enoch before that time, than many of the vile affects of the Watchers and Nephilim on Earth must have begun to occur before that time. Otherwise Enoch would not have been able to record all of it before his translation.

Since the Book of 1 Enoch contains a fairly comprehensive record of this dark time in human history, it is certain that much of what became the scourge of the Nephilim began during Enoch’s time on Earth. The only one who may have added anything to Enoch’s testimony was Noah. As the patriarch who preserved Enoch’s writings, Noah apparently added his own words to Enoch’s book after Enoch was translated. This is why portions of the Book of 1 Enoch are assigned to Noah, as evidenced in 1 Enoch, Chapters 60 and 70 and 1 Enoch, Chapters 106 through 108.

Myth VS Reality: Gibborim as Ogres and Eliud as Elves

In addition to the monstrous and unholy Nephilim giants, more part-human hybrids of the Nephilim soon appeared on the Earth. These were called the “Eliud,” or God-Men. Among the three races of Nephilim mentioned in the Book of Jubilees, this Eliud race may have resembled angels and humans more than any of the other Nephilim. Is it possible that we know the Eliud today in the fabric of fairytales? Could they be those mythical beings called elves?

Based on myths surrounding Giants and Elves, the first race of Nephilim known as the Gibborim or Mighty Men and the Eliud may have been blonde-haired and fair-skinned, but widely different in size. While the first race of Nephilim were of monstrous, gigantic proportions, the Eliud were likely smaller in stature than men like the elves they may have resembled. According to Enoch, they were also so long-lived that they appeared to be as immortal as the fallen angels they descended from. In comparison, their human subjects aged and died relatively quickly, even though they lived ten times longer than most of us do today! In addition, these two races of Nephilim likely had magical powers and supernatural abilities, just as they are often depicted.

As direct descendants of the fallen angels with human mothers, the Gibborim and Eliud no doubt followed in the steps of their angelic forebears and claimed their status as gods and leaders among men. In this way, both Gibborim and Eliud became “the heroes of old” and “men
of great renown” that the Bible tells us existed both before and after the Flood. Furthermore, though some of the Eliud may not have sought to be gods or to hurt or control humans initially, they would have eventually despised humanity for the same reasons that the fallen angels despised them. However, for a time, there were likely Eliud and other types of Nephilim that set themselves apart and tried to live their lives peacefully and without causing harm to others.

The Gibborim or Giants and the Eliud or Elves who wanted power were so terrifyingly strong and godlike compared to humankind that they were likely readily elevated to the status of gods. In fact, the Gibborim and Eliud could have made such a great impression on humanity that they evoked fear and held enormous power - so much so that the true worship of Yahweh was soon forgotten. Sadly, even long after the various varieties of Pre-Flood Nephilim died, Pagan mythologies attest to the fact that they were still revered and worshipped as the fathers of the gods along with their Watcher fathers. As such, the fallen angels and Nephilim were the primary inventors and promulgators of all idolatrous, polytheistic religions and the proponents of Sorcery and Astrology both before and after the Flood.

Nephilim: Product of Evil Genetic Experiments?

Thus far, we have discussed the mythological connections of the first and third races of Nephilim, but not the second race that were specifically called Nephilim. Is it possible that this second race of Nephilim were not produced in the same way as the Gibborim and Eliud? Is there evidence that would point to the fact that the second category of Nephilim were far different in appearance and behavior than the other two races of Nephilim, and less intelligent?

The Book of 1 Enoch leaves us no doubt that the fallen angels and their unholy Nephilim offspring found great pleasure in disrupting God’s Creation by freely engaging in various sexual perversions, genetic manipulation, and war. Furthermore, 1 Enoch hints at the fact that the fallen angels taught the unholy skill of genetic splicing to their human wives, likely as a type of sport. The enigmatic phrase “cutting of roots” in 1 Enoch clearly suggests that certain fallen angels taught the women they married the science of genetic splicing:

“And all the others together with them took unto themselves wives, and each chose for himself one, and they began to go in unto them and to defile themselves with them, and they taught them charms and enchantments, and the
cutting of roots, and made them acquainted with plants.” - 1 Enoch 7:1-2

Though this phrase is most often interpreted to mean the use of particular plant roots as ingredients in magical potions, the “cutting of roots” in the above passage could be describing unholy genetic splicing experiments. The roots being referred to in this case would be the entwined, root-like strands of DNA within each living cell. Adding support to this idea, Semyaza is identified as the Watcher that showed humans how to perform horrible genetic experiments that produced diverse kinds of Nephilim.

Indeed, in 1 Enoch 8:3, it specifically states that “Semjaza taught enchantments, and root-cuttings,” meaning that the same fallen angel that first led some of the Watchers to fornicate with women also likely introduced the first abominations in the animal world known as chimeras. If this “cutting of roots” or “root-cutting” was indeed a euphemism for DNA splicing, it would explain why many of the resultant Nephilim offspring were unlike either their human or angelic “parents” in appearance, and were also often physically unlike each other.

As suggested in the Book of 1 Enoch, the idea that some of the Nephilim were genetically engineered monsters is supported in the Book of Jasher and Book of Jubilees. First, let’s look at the relevant verses from the Book of Jubilees:

“And it came to pass when the children of men began to multiply on the face of the earth and daughters were born unto them, that the angels of God saw them... that they were beautiful to look upon; and they took themselves wives of all whom they chose, and they bare unto them sons and they were giants. And... all flesh corrupted its way, alike men and cattle and beasts and birds and everything that walks on the earth - all of them corrupted their ways and their orders, and they began to devour each other, and lawlessness increased on the earth and every imagination of the thoughts of all men (was) thus evil continually.” – Jubilees 5:1-3

“And after this they sinned against the beasts and birds, and all that moves and walks on the earth: and much blood was shed on the earth, and every imagination and desire of men imagined vanity and evil continually.” - Jubilees 7:24-25

Just as the Bible intimates, the Book of Jubilees records that the unholy unions of the fallen angels and human woman gave birth to the
Nephilim giants. Then, following this, the flesh of all animals and men “corrupted their ways and their orders.” In these days of gene splicing, passages in ancient texts like this suddenly appear in a different light and seem to take on a far more ominous tone. Could it be that this corruption of the animals resulted in the creatures called chimeras today? Could the second race or category of Nephilim have been far more monstrous, violent, and bloodthirsty than either the Gibborim or the Eliud?

Like the Book of Jubilees, the Book of Jasher specifically tells us that the Nephilim were fashioned in part from the genetic material of birds. The following quote from the Book of Jasher makes it clear that the genes of birds were spliced into the genes of other animals to form the offspring of the Nephilim. Furthermore, it suggests that the Watchers and the Nephilim took human wives:

“And their judges and rulers (i.e. the Watchers and the Nephilim) went to the daughters of men and took their wives by force from their husbands according to their choice, and the sons of men in those days took from the cattle of the earth, the beasts of the field and the fowls of the air, and taught the mixture of animals of one species with the other, in order therewith to provoke the Lord; and God saw the whole earth and it was corrupt, for all flesh had corrupted its ways upon earth, all men and all animals.” - Jasher 4:18

Though many may balk at the idea that our remote ancestors had knowledge and abilities approaching our own today, there is simply no way to mix animals like a “fowl of the air” or bird and a “cattle of the earth” or cow except through genetic splicing! This therefore cannot be referring to the making of hybrids or crosses between similar animals. Thus, the books of Jasher and Jubilees concur with 1 Enoch by saying that human women and fallen angels engaged in unlawful sexual unions together. Furthermore, all three books agree that the sons of men and the wives of the fallen angels engaged in genetic engineering before the Great Flood. These books also clarify what sorts of creatures were mixed together this way.

In mythologies and legends around the world, many types of chimeras abound, and many have something in common. Though some chimeras such as manticores, griffins, centaurs and fawns appear to be connected to cherubim and thus have a symbolic Zodiac connection, have you ever noticed that the sirens, harpies, gorgons, and gargoyles of myth often had feathered wings, talons, and some even had beaks like birds? Could these be the traits of a real class of beings that no longer exists, but that displayed other bird-like characteristics, such as being
bipedal and laying eggs in nests like birds? If so, is their fossil evidence that such a race of creatures existed at one time? The fact is that one does not have to look long or far to find them, for many museums around the world have prominent displays featuring them.

**Are Dinosaur Fossils the Bones of the Nephilim?**

After making the plausible assumption that the Titans and Gigantes of Greek myth were styled after the fallen Watchers and Nephilim (see Chapter Seven), I asked myself: “where is the fossil evidence that these giant beings and their superhuman children existed?” When I sought after this knowledge, God soon showed me that there is plentiful evidence that the Nephilim children of the fallen angels left numerous fossil remains.

Like many ancient structural ruins, it is possible that the fossilized skeletal remains of Nephilim giants have been found, but have been misidentified. For instance, there are massive deposits of coal and crude oil all over the world that are made up of mixed organic matter that was subjected to intense heat and pressure at the time of the Great Flood. Though no one knows what sort of plants or animals originally made up this fossil fuel, an enormous quantity of Nephilim bodies likely contributed to the world’s reserves when they perished in the Flood. This means that modern technology is fueled, at least in part, by the blood and bodies of our fiercest spiritual enemies - the beings known as Nephilim.

Contrary to popular belief, fossil fuels did not need millions of years to form as Evolutionists claim, but could have materialized after only a relatively short period of time. As proof, scientists have developed a way to turn plant and animal wastes left over from food production into high quality fertilizers and fuels in a matter of hours using heat and pressure. In fact, this is currently being done in the United States as a method of creating relatively inexpensive alternatives to natural gas, coal and oil deposits.

There are other clues that the Nephilim existed, not the least of which are the gigantic skeletons of humanoids that have been found throughout the world. In the now out-of-print book entitled: “Giants: A Reference Guide from History, the Bible, and Recorded Legend” Charles DeLoach lists many documented cases where these skeletal remains have been found. In addition, DeLoach refers to numerous Bible passages besides Genesis 6:4 that describe Israelite encounters with the
descendents of these giants that survived the Great Flood, as we will explore in Chapter Eight.

Before moving on, however, let me give a note of warning about anyone interested in reading any of Charles DeLoach’s books. DeLoach had the unscriptural view that Adam and Eve were created as a lower class of angels, and were not originally human at all! Also, like the heretic Zecharia Sitchin, DeLoach erroneously postulates that the fallen angels combined animal genes with Adam and Eve’s genes to make a still more subservient class of beings that became modern Homo sapiens.

Using these same erroneous conclusions, DeLoach also espouses reincarnation and Evolution - both of which are not taught in the Bible in any form. Instead, these are lies perpetrated by the father of all lies: Satan himself! It was, rather, the Nephilim that came from such unlawful genetic experiments, and not humans! Indeed, the Bible tells us that God created mankind in His image from the beginning, and also that “it is appointed for men to die once, but after this judgment” (Genesis 1:27; Hebrews 9:27).

Besides skeletons that are decidedly humanoid in appearance, but on a larger scale, the fossil bones of the original types of Nephilim may be on prominent display in Natural History museums around the world - although they have been blatantly misidentified and poorly reconstructed. In fact, it takes no large leap of faith at all to see the evidence for these creatures brazenly displayed as various types of dinosaurs. Of course, accepting most dinosaur skeletons as the bones of the Nephilim requires assuming a Creationist’s worldview rather than an Evolutionary viewpoint, and this may be difficult for some Christians who have been taught Evolution in school. Sadly, since teaching Creationism can lead teachers to lose their jobs, there is an almost total lack of Creationist or Intelligent Design ideas being taught in public schools globally.

But think about it! The Bible explicitly states that God didn’t create Adam and Eve to be dumb monkeys, but to be like Him:

“Then God (Elohim) said, ‘Let Us make man in Our image, according to Our likeness; let them have dominion over the fish of the sea, over the birds of the air, and over the cattle, over all the earth and over every creeping thing that creeps on the earth.’ So God (Elohim) created man in His own image; in the image of God (Elohim) He created him; male and female He created them.” - Genesis 1:26-27 (NKJ)

This Scripture makes it clear that God created the first human couple to be a physical, intellectual and spiritual reflection of Yahweh’s
invisible form. Therefore, the logical conclusion is that Adam and Eve must have been fully formed humans and not derived from apes, which are incapable of abstract creativity and higher reasoning. Now, if Evolution is a lie, and God created Adam and Eve as fully formed humans with God-like intellects, then it stands to follow that dinosaurs were contemporaneous with mankind at some point in history. Thankfully, there are many myths and legends that support this conclusion, not the least of which are the Greek mythological stories surrounding the Titans and Gigantes or Giants, and their defeat by the Olympian gods, which may have been none other than mortal men of high status that were honored as gods.

Due to the great size and strength attributed to the Titan gods and Giants in myth, the massive bones of some of the larger dinosaurs could have belonged to the first race of these alien beings whose fathers were fallen Watchers. However, I firmly believe that some of these fossils have been so poorly pieced together and reconstructed that they bear little resemblance to the original creatures! In fact, it is likely that there has been a deliberate attempt by world academia to hopelessly jumble, hide or destroy all of the humanoid Nephilim fossil skeletons that have been found, while dinosaur fossils that depict more reptilian or bird-like Nephilim have been more faithfully reconstructed.

The reason for this is simple. If descendents of the humanoid Nephilim are involved in controlling the world academic, economic and government circles via the Illuminati as some people claim, they would not want any conclusive proof of their existence to be found, and that is why the gods, goddesses, partly divine heroes, and mythical creatures eulogized in Greek Myth are now considered to be fantasies rather than one-time realities.

Furthermore, the reptilian and bird-like dinosaur fossils that have not been altered drastically may be the remains of the many reptilian or bird-like chimeras found in ancient myths and folklore. These chimeras may be a distinct class of Nephilim that were derived differently and had little in common with the first humanoid Nephilim race. In fact, nearly all of the skeletons labeled as dinosaurs, regardless of size, would likely fit within the three broad categories of Nephilim described by the ancients: giants, chimeras and elves.

Since the mothers of the first race of Nephilim were the human wives of the fallen Watchers, they were humanoid in appearance like the giants, ogres and elves of myth, while the races created via genetic splicing most closely resembled mammals, birds and reptiles. But if dinosaur bones are the remains of both the naturally and genetically
created races of Nephilim, some of which were humanoid, is there any way we can prove it?

Unfortunately, the information that is given to us by the power elite in the world is of little use, for they have certainly doctored many fossil remains to remove as much of their humanoid characteristics as possible, and made certain that what we are told about these creatures fits into the evolutionary model of the origin of species. Nonetheless, after much prayer and study, and after closely examining the available fossil evidence, Yahweh’s Spirit has led me to conclude that many diverse varieties of Nephilim can be found in dinosaur graveyards and museums throughout the world.

The Book of 1 Enoch tells us that all of the genetically abominable creatures that were destroyed in Noah’s Flood had an unusual propensity to violence. In the last few sections, quotations from the Bible, the Book of 1 Enoch, the Book of Jasher, and the Book of Jubilees all help to substantiate my belief that most dinosaur remains are actually various types of Nephilim giants - and that these Nephilim fell into two broad categories: those that were the unholy offspring of the fallen angels and human women, or those that were genetically engineered monsters.

If this is true, some people may ask: “Why have modern scientists routinely mislabeled the remains of the Nephilim as various types of meat and plant-eating dinosaurs? In addition, why have they greatly over-exaggerated the age of these giant reptilian creatures - suggesting that they lived between 200 million and 65 million years ago, and long before men walked the Earth?”

Sadly, as already mentioned briefly, the main reason for this deception is that there are many ungodly governments that are secretly being ruled over by an elite group called the Illuminati. This group of power mongers may include Nephilim descendents and demonically possessed individuals that have great power and influence in government, banking, and religious circles. Furthermore, these diabolically powerful people appear to be working to enslave, destroy, and control all humanity under the same government and religious ideology of the coming Antichrist.

Sadly, many scientific and educational institutions were created by and are being funded by the Illuminati. As a result, the ungodly educators and scientists being employed by these institutions are being conditioned and cajoled into promulgating the Illuminati worldview, which is completely antagonistic to God and His people.
If some of the Illuminati are descended from the Nephilim who lived before the Great Flood, then they would be living representations of the demonic “seed of the Serpent” (Genesis 3:15) that God prophesied about to Adam and Eve before expelling them from the Garden of Eden. In fact, this prophecy strongly suggests that there has to be a literal seed of the Serpent on the Earth today that is warring against God and all of his human children who are the Seed of the Woman through Christ.

Sadly, those belonging to this Serpent seed line will not rest until they annihilate every last vestige of the Seed of the Woman. Her “seed” includes those who view Abraham and King David as ultimate spiritual icons of truth and righteousness (i.e. the Jews), as well as those who see Yahshua as the Seed of the “Woman” or Holy Spirit and the Inheritor of the promises made to Abraham and David (i.e. Gentile Christians).

Despite the current worldwide deception of humanity that is going on by the Illuminati though, we can gain an accurate assessment of the past by using the Bible and other Judeo-Christian literature as our guide. In addition, there is no doubt that God Almighty is leaving us plenty of clues via his holy angels and anointed servants in the world, of which there must be many millions. Let’s examine some of these clues.

If we view all the fossil evidence with a biblical worldview as stated in the first chapter, we can draw a far different opinion of who and what these fossilized skeletal remains of real giant creatures were. In addition, using the information in 1 Enoch, the Book of Jasher, and Jubilees, we can propose a far more accurate date for when the majority of these Giants walked the Earth, which would have been from about 3350 BC to around the time of the Great Flood of Noah in 2347 BC.

In addition to ancient Judeo-Christian literature, which clearly asserts that monstrous giants and humans lived on Earth concurrently, *the fossil evidence that is available concerning dinosaurs clearly shows that many were much larger and more powerful than humans - just as the Nephilim were.* Furthermore, a number of them had gigantic mouths full of razor sharp teeth and feet armed with dagger-like claws. Coupled with their enormous strength, this made them highly efficient killing machines that could easily rip a smaller mammal or human to shreds in seconds.

As will be shown in the next section, Enoch reported that the Nephilim resorted to murder and cannibalism when the world supply of edible vegetation began to run out. If so, many supposedly plant-eating Sauropod dinosaurs eventually became carnivorous as well as cannibalistic when there weren’t enough plants to feed these giant eating machines. All of them certainly had the strength and sharp teeth or
beaks to be meat eaters when it was required. Besides the so-called plant-eating dinosaurs, which were fairly slow-moving due to their incredible size, the carnivorous dinosaurs were extremely fast, agile and had dagger-like claws and teeth that marked them as efficient killers. The fearsome size, strength, horns, claws and/or sharp teeth of almost all dinosaurs indicate that they were highly capable of killing other creatures to feed upon.

Unfortunately, most dinosaurs also had incredibly tiny brains in comparison to their massive physical bulk. For example, the Tyrannosaurus Rex, which stood 30 feet high at the shoulder and could cut a grown man in half with one bite of its massive jaws had a brain that was about the size of a walnut! Coupled with these relatively small brains that indicate a lack of intellect, these gigantic creatures were likely totally remorseless killers who did not look any farther into the future than their next meal. Nor did they spare a moment worrying about the ultimate fate of themselves or their victims! Their sole purpose and desire in life likely surrounded killing, eating, fornicating with one another, and producing young.

Scientists now believe that, because of their great size, all the giant Sauropods were voracious, non-stop eaters. This is just as the Nephilim are described in the Book of 1 Enoch. Could it be that these so-called Sauropods were really just one form of Nephilim? Could they be the “elephants” and “camels” that Enoch allegorically identified as the children of the stars or angels in his vision that was quoted on pages 248 and 249? Could it also be that some of the bipedal Carnosaurs like the Theropods and Raptors had a distinctly more human-like, upright appearance than the decidedly elephantine or moose-like bodies they are given in artist’s imaginary drawings? Could it also be that many large dinosaur skeletons have been pieced together to hide their far more human-like or beautiful appearance? Could the illustrations being presented in books about dinosaurs have been purposely drawn to hide many of the human characteristics that these creatures might have had?

As far as their size, the most gigantic partial Sauropod skeleton found is estimated to have been about 180 feet long, though this is based solely on one vertebrae of the animal! How could scientists be reasonably sure of anything about an animal from only one of its vertebrae unless they were conducting genetic experiments using the DNA in these bones? In any case, the most common size cited for the Titanosaurs - as the giant Sauropods were known - is about 120 feet from snout to tail-tip, and this figure jives well with the height of the Nephilim being 30 British ells of 45 inches each (or roughly 4 feet per ell).
Some of these creatures also had armored bodies with huge spikes along their spines and tails. Intriguingly, artistic representations of a non-armored type of Sauropod-like animal have been found in ancient Egyptian carvings and petroglyphic art in the Americas. This
suggests that at least one variety of these creatures may have survived
the Flood. A bit later, we will discuss the Behemoth mentioned in the
book of Job and 1 Enoch as a possible Sauropod-like creature that may
have been taken aboard the Ark.

Among the dinosaurs, the Sauropods were no doubt the largest
land animals that ever walked the Earth. Even the Camarasaurus, which
was the smallest of the Sauropods that scientists recognize, weighed
about 20 tons and was about 60 feet long. This means that they were five
times the size of an average adult male African Elephant, which weighs
about 8,000 pounds (3,600 kilograms or 4 tons) and eats 220 to 440
pounds (100 to 200 kilograms) of vegetation daily!

Unlike elephants, Sauropod dinosaurs had long, thick necks, and
long, powerful tails that they most likely used to harvest the enormous
quantities of vegetation they needed to eat daily. Intriguingly, this would
have been in excess of 1 ton! Considering how much even these
relatively small Sauropods had to eat, a pack of a dozen or so of these
creatures could strip an entire forest clean of all vegetation in a matter of
days! According to Enoch, some of these creatures resorted to eating
flesh when the vegetation they preferred ran out.

But even if the largest Sauropods stood upright instead of on all
fours, the longest-necked Titanosaurs could not have exceeded the Sears
Tower in height - especially if they actually looked the way that they are
fancifully portrayed in artist’s conceptual illustrations today. However,
since the hind legs are decidedly longer and stronger looking than the
forelegs on some Sauropods, some of these creatures could well have
 stood upright for short periods of time when they were foraging for food
in the tree tops.

Intriguingly, if the shoulder blades of some dinosaurs in the
Carnosaur and Theropod families are moved up higher and outward
from the neck to give these creatures stronger-looking and broader
shoulders, they would have looked much more humanoid in appearance.
In fact, the bones of these especially large and fearsome creatures could
be of the first race of Nephilim children descended from the fallen
Watchers, which according to Greek myths had huge tails like serpents.
This possibility is shown in my own hypothetical reconstruction, which
is coupled with a traditional reconstruction on pages 274 and 275.

Indeed, it is entirely possible that dinosaur fossils have routinely
been assembled incorrectly - in some cases with extraordinarily long
necks that may have actually been the tails of other dinosaurs found in
the same fossil sites. In addition, it is a little known fact that many
dinosaur fossils have conveniently been found with their heads missing,
or supposedly crushed beyond recognition. Could it be that many of these skulls were actually found but have been hidden and suppressed because they look too humanoid? In addition, could some of them have been reconstructed to look more animal-like? This is very possibly the case, just as human skulls have been reconstructed to look more primitive in appearance to support Evolution, and ape skulls have been manipulated to look more human.

Since there is so much room for scientists to mislead and deceive the public in regard to the past, no Messianic or Christian should assume that any archeologist, anthropologist, or paleontologist desires to share the truth - especially not the near-charlatans involved in reconstructing dinosaur fossils. Remember: *if the world were filled with honest people who wanted to present the whole, unadulterated truth, Yahweh would not be standing in judgment of it!*

In that regard, I am also suspicious of another scientific cover-up: the so-called Paluxy riverbed scandal. From 1969 to the present, various archeologists have uncovered fossilized dinosaur tracks in the Paluxy riverbed that run through the middle of Dinosaur Valley State Park in Texas. In addition to these dinosaur tracks found in the fossilized mud, some archeologists found footprints that were unmistakably humanoid in appearance. At times these humanoid tracks crisscrossed directly over or appeared inside dinosaur tracks in the same strata. The impressions of a heel, high-arched foot and five toes were clearly visible in some tracks.

At 11.5 inches in length, the humanoid tracks in the Paluxy riverbed are about the size of a modern human male, and may have belonged to a humanoid that was about 6 feet tall. These tracks have been used to prove that humans may have coexisted with dinosaurs, and that dinosaurs probably did not evolve millions of years before humans. To document these footprints, their discoverers took plaster casts and photos showing their clearly defined, humanoid style feet and toes.

Not long after their discovery, however, other scientists came to investigate the same tracks in the Paluxy riverbed. But the scientists who came later produced suspiciously conflicting evidence. Indeed, their photos and plaster casts showed that these supposedly humanoid tracks did not have clearly defined toes after all. Some previously identified as humanoid in appearance even looked remarkably like three-toed dinosaur tracks instead of human footprints! But the strangest part of their findings was the altered color of the tracks they found. Compared to the original photos, the new photographs showed dark discolorations around the tracks that could have been caused if they were deliberately altered with acids or solvents.
Nonetheless, the original scientific teams that discovered these fossil footprints have repeatedly asserted that the humanoid prints they found were deliberately obscured by people with an Evolution-based agenda in an effort to discredit their findings. They also insist that the dark or rusty discolorations that can be seen around these fossil footprints today were caused by acids used to hide the tool marks made when the prints were altered. As a whole, however, the scientific community has ignored their accusations, and the Paluxy riverbed finds are now considered to be a hoax.

This is just one example of how the scientific community is opposed to accepting any evidence that supports the existence of God, or points to a special Creation of the Universe. Though Christian scientists have found much evidence that refutes Evolution and a vastly old Earth, atheistic scientists blithely dismiss their findings.

Though the Paluxy riverbed finds have been discredited, there is little real evidence to support Darwin’s claim that men evolved from apes. In fact, upon examination, all the supposed Neanderthal skulls on display in museums have jaws that have been forced forward to give the skulls a far more ape-like appearance. Another often-overlooked fact is that these Neanderthal skulls have a consistently larger cranial capacity than modern man, and a person’s potential intelligence has been scientifically proven to be connected to the size of the cranium. Why, therefore, were Neanderthals considered more stupid than modern man? If Neanderthals had a larger brain than we do, then they were biologically predisposed to be smarter than us!

Nonetheless, because scientists that hate God want people to be deluded, they will never stop religiously defending the Darwinian Theory. The reason they don’t want those who trust them to see the truth is found in the Bible:

“Whoever has will be given more, and he will have an abundance. Whoever does not have, even what he has will be taken from him. This is why I speak to them in parables: ‘Though seeing, they do not see; though hearing, they do not hear or understand.’ In them is fulfilled the prophecy of Isaiah: ‘You will be ever hearing but never understanding; you will be ever seeing but never perceiving. For this people’s heart has become calloused; they hardly hear with their ears, and they have closed their eyes. Otherwise they might see with their eyes, hear with their ears, understand with their hearts and turn, and I would heal them.’” - Matthew 13:12-15 (NIV)
It is clear from this Scripture that Yahshua is condemning people who are easily deceived by the scientific community because their spiritual eyes and ears are closed. These deceived people all have several things in common. First of all, they do not have the baptism of the Holy Spirit, who gives mankind wisdom. Secondly, they deny the existence of the Creator God or the need for a special creation. The Apostle Paul spoke of these types of people in his letter to the Thessalonians. For impact, I have added my own bold-faced interpretation of Paul’s wording in the pertinent section of the letter:

“The coming of the lawless one (the Antichrist, as well as the little antichrists in the scientific and Pagan spiritual communities) will be in accordance with the work of Satan displayed in all kinds of counterfeit miracles, (the wonders of medical science, cosmetic and other types of surgery, and false healings enacted by Pagan shamans) signs (false “proof” that man evolved from apes, and the lies found in “channeled” writings) and wonders, (how man has evolved from primitive, stupid, and superstitious savages to civilized, clever and spiritually enlightened modern man) and in every sort of evil (as in deliberately covering up the truth disclosed in archeological and anthropological digs) that deceives those who are perishing. They perish because they refused to love the truth (they flatly deny the need for a Creator or a Savior) and so be saved. For this reason God sends them a powerful delusion so that they will believe the lie (the Darwinian Theory and “New Age” Humanism) and so that all will be condemned who have not believed the truth but have delighted in wickedness.” - 2 Thessalonians 2:9-12 (NIV)

There it is - clearly laid out in prophetic Scripture! This is an accurate portrayal of the sorry state of our modern world, and a sure sign that we are very near to the seven-year Tribulation period culminating in the 3-1/2 year Great Tribulation. Thankfully there are a few non-deluded, godly scientists like Jack Cuozzo, who in his book “Buried Alive” convincingly asserts that the whole anthropological community has deliberately identified portions of ape skulls as primitive humanoids. In other cases, they have also falsely positioned the jaws on actual Neanderthal and other humanoid skulls seen in museums or mainstream academic books to make them look more human. Another scientist named Marvin L. Lubenow presents similar information in his book “Bones of Contention.” These books are highly recommended, and should be read before formulating your own opinion.
Many intelligent, god-fearing people believe that Darwin’s Theory of Evolution is a lie. Like me, they suspect that the claims that millions of years have passed since the Earth was formed and life began as single-celled organisms is the biggest hoax in history. The sad truth is that ungodly scientists who want to disprove the Bible are perpetrating these lies with the full support of every major world government and institution of higher learning. In the meantime, the Creationist position that the geological strata was laid down very rapidly during the cataclysmic Flood of Noah rather than over millions of years is being ignored.

Nonetheless, Creationists are not without their own problems when interpreting the available data. In fact, nearly all scientists in support of Creation and Intelligent Design believe that dinosaurs and animals were simultaneously created by God and were contemporaneous with man. They also believe that dinosaurs were taken aboard the Ark and died out after the last Ice Age. However, this theory has some serious flaws, not the least of which is that hundreds of enormous varieties of dinosaurs have been found. So, even though Noah’s Ark was likely bigger than the Titanic, it would have quickly filled up with dinosaurs that left little room for other types of animals.

Furthermore, taking younger varieties of dinosaurs that were smaller on board the ark would not have made much difference because of the huge amounts of food these animals needed to eat in order to survive. Even an average sized elephant eats over 350 pounds of vegetation a day! How much more, then, would Sauropods that were many times the size of an elephant eat? The fact remains that, unless all the Sauropods aboard the Ark were anesthetized for their entire one year incarceration on the Ark, there is no way the Ark could have contained enough food to feed them all for that length of time, and if it did, it would have been so heavy that the Ark would have likely sunk the minute that it began to roil and pitch about in the turbulent seas of the Flood.

Though men and dinosaurs likely roamed this planet at the same time, the current Christian assessment that all of these creatures were part of Yahweh’s original Creation is highly unlikely. One must ask why Yah, if He truly loves mankind, would have created such fearsome and gigantic creatures like the dinosaur called Tyrannosaurus Rex, which surely would have terrified the average human being at first, even if it was supposedly friendly. Or, how would humans have reacted to seeing giant, armored Sauropods that were 120 feet long? These creatures could totally crush a human being to pulp under just one of their massive feet! Indeed, it seems far more likely that the majority of these gigantic killing
machines were creations of the evil Watchers, and that they became extinct because they all died in the Great Flood, just as Yahweh intended them to.

Now let me raise an interesting point regarding the apparent absence of dinosaur finds near Wooly Mammoth remains. To date, many Mammoth remains have been found that appear to have been flash-frozen in the Siberian tundra. Since no dinosaur remains have been found frozen in the ice with them, however, it suggests that dinosaurs did not exist when these mammoths walked the Earth in large herds, and that they were flash-frozen some time after the dinosaurs disappeared. Otherwise one would expect to find dinosaurs with the mammoths, which surely would have presented an ideal source of food for a brood of hungry raptors or some T-Rexes on the prowl for meat. That is, unless these mammoths were frozen to death a good deal of time after the Flood! We will explore this possibility in the next chapter.

Genetically Engineered Monsters Hidden in Museums

Based on certain fossil evidence, many scientists believe that modern birds evolved from some of the dinosaurs that are displayed in Natural History Museums throughout the World. This is because of the many similarities between dinosaurs and birds that can’t be merely coincidental. For instance, many dinosaurs built nests, laid eggs, had feathers, and walked upright on their hind legs like birds. Some, like the Pteranodon and the fully feathered and bird-like Archaeopteryx could even fly. Could it therefore be that fabled accounts of creatures like griffins and harpies have a basis in fact?

Indeed, fossil evidence and CT scans have revealed that many smaller dinosaurs were covered with fur or feathers rather than scales. In addition, a fossilized dinosaur heart found recently disclosed that it had four chambers like a warm-blooded mammal or bird’s heart. This evidence strongly supports the idea that dinosaurs were warm-blooded like birds and mammals, and that they may have been genetically engineered by splicing the genes of the ordinary creatures that God created into a bird, human or animal embryo in a laboratory and then planting the altered embryo into the waiting womb of a surrogate animal or human female.

The idea that giant reptilian or animal beings with many bird traits once existed on Earth is fully supported by the dinosaur fossil record. Hundreds of dinosaur fossils have been found all over the world, and these have been extensively cataloged and displayed by the world’s